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PVC pipe:
           FRR -/120/120
           FRR -/120/120
           FRR -/120/120

40mm, max aperture 72mm 
50mm, max aperture 82mm 
65mm, max aperture 102mm 
80mm, max aperture 112mm          FRR -/120/120
100mm, max aperture 142mm        FRR -/120/120
150mm, max aperture 192mm        FRR -/120/120

PVC pipe with socket:
            FRR -/120/120
            FRR -/120/120
            FRR -/120/120
            FRR -/120/120
           FRR -/120/120

40mm, max aperture 72mm 
50mm, max aperture 82mm 
65mm, max aperture 102mm 
80mm, max aperture 11mm 
100mm, max aperture 142mm 

FRR -/120/12050mm, max aperture 82mm             
100mm, max aperture 143mm             FRR -/120/120
150mm, max aperture 192mm        FRR -/120/120
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INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS:

PP-MD (D-Blue) pipe:
    FRR -/120/12050mm, max aperture 82mm  

100mm, max aperture 142mm      FRR -/120/120

Allproof Drop-In Fire Collar
PVC/HDPE/PP-MD Plastic Pipe in Composite Floor 

(from 70mm topping depth)

ComFlor 60 - 70/130 - Tested on a composite floor with 70mm minimum thickness and 130mm maximum thickness. Profile change of 60mm.

ComFlor 80 - 100/180 - Tested on a composite floor with 100mm minimum thickness and 180mm maximum thickness. Profile change of 80mm

ComFlor 210 - 70/280 - Tested on a composite floor with 70mm minimum thickness and 280mm maximum thickness. Profile change of 210mm

Allproof Drop-In Fire Collar 

Fire stopping of plstic pipes in 
composite floors

Minimum topping thickness of 
70mm and comprise aerated 
concrete or concrete 

1. Core drill hole to specified diameter
to suit pipe size.

2. Install drop in fire collar fixing with
two metal pin anchors.

3. Ensure collar on underside of slab is 
exposed no greater than 80mm and 
recessed in slab no more than 5mm.

4. Insert pipework through collar.
5. Seal gaps between concrete/collar

and collar/pipe with a minimum
5mm depth of Allproof MAS310 or
Bostik Fireban One intumescent
sealant.

6. Allproof recommends any thermal
or acoustic lagging maintains a
50mm separation to the fire collar.

HDPE pipe:

NOTE: FRR -/120/120 is a maximum rating which 
must be reduced to match the floor if the FRR of 
the floor is less than 120minutes




